Scales are widely used to assess the personal experience of thermal conditions in built environments.
Introduction
Buildings and their climate conditioning systems should be designed to provide a comfortable environment. The word "comfortable" encompasses various aspects, but thermal comfort is, without discussion, one of the most important ones. Gagge et al. (1967) described thermal comfort as "a recognizable state of feeling" and states that it "is usually associated with conditions that are pleasant and compatible with health and happiness; and discomfort, with pain which is unpleasant".
According to the definition by American Society for Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) thermal comfort is defined as a "condition of mind that expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment and is assessed by subjective evaluation '' (ASHRAE, 2013) . Parsons (2104) states that: "thermal comfort is a state people strive for when they feel discomfort". Engineers designing buildings today use different thermal comfort models to define boundaries for comfortable thermal conditions indoors so that they can appropriately design heating and cooling systems. Both ASHRAE's Standard 55 (ASHRAE, 2013) and European Standard EN 15251 (EN 15251, 2012) adopted the thermal comfort model by Fanger (1970) . The model predicts thermal sensation of a large group of people exposed to a particular thermal environment (so called Predicted Mean Vote-PMV) and based on that estimates a percentage of people who would be dissatisfied with such environment (Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied-PPD). Moreover, each of the standards includes a specific version of so called adaptive thermal comfort models relating comfortable temperatures indoors to outdoor temperatures (Olesen, 2007) . Despite the fact that Fanger's model and the adaptive models are grounded on empirical data from completely different settings (climate chambers vs. real work environments), they are both based on subjective assessments of the thermal environment given on the 7-point thermal sensation scale (cold -cool -slightly cool -neutralslightly warm -warm -hot) , Fanger, 1970 .
Within this paper, thermal sensation is understood as a sensory experience-a psychological response to the state of thermoreceptors in a human body, as discussed in detail for example by Parsons (2014) . Because of that, thermal sensation describes how the person feels thermally-for example "slightly warm". Thus, such assessment should be free of any affective information, because the information needed is "how do you feel" (e.g. "slightly warm") not "how do you find it" (e.g. "comfortable").
To derive an estimate of comfort/discomfort, Fanger (1970) used previous results of Gagge et al. (1967) to describe dissatisfied individuals as those who vote "cool", "cold", "warm" or "hot" on the thermal sensation scale. Despite the fact that Gagge et al. (1967) used a perceptive thermal sensation scale and an affective comfort sensation scale, the relationship between the two scales was presented for votes given by three human subjects. The equation for the adaptive thermal comfort model presented in ASHRAE 55-2014 is based on the same approach as that by Fanger (de Dear et al, 1997) . The underlying assumption is that one dimension (thermal sensation) is sufficient for the description of a state of mind (thermal comfort).
The European version of the adaptive comfort equation is based on a postulated linear relationship between thermal sensation and globe temperature along with considering a "neutral" thermal sensation as comfortable . This approach is only adequate when two conditions are fulfilled. The first is that distances between verbal markers of the scale (e.g. "cold", "cool", "slightly cool") are perceived by human subjects as being equal-the assumption of conceptual equidistance. The second condition is that the same size of steps in the physical variable, e.g. globe temperature, leads to equal steps in perception expressed by the markers on the scale, i.e. that there is a linear relationship-the assumption of methodological equidistance. Both these assumptions of equidistance can be doubted. Lantz (2013) states that the perception of people is in general not equidistant. Further, McIntyre (1978) found that the assumption of a linear relationship between physical temperature and thermal sensation does not hold true at the end categories for the thermal sensation scale.
Aforementioned thermal comfort models have been implemented in current standards and they are used in daily practice of HVAC engineers. But, a scientific discussion on their suitability and correctness is still ongoing; see for example Halawa and vanHoof (2012) . This discussion seems justified because results from field studies show that many buildings designed and operated according to the models fail to provide thermally comfortable conditions (Huizenga et al., 2006) .
Weak predictive accuracy of the models on an individual level has been also criticised. For example, observed an accuracy of only 40-60% in predicting individual comfort votes using both models. One can find many scientific publications that criticise aforementioned models for thermal comfort (see also section 3.1.2 of this paper), but the fundamental assumptions regarding the usage of thermal sensation scales have not been adequately opposed.
The objective of this paper is to motivate a discussion among researchers and professionals about the way the thermal sensation scale is used as well as about methods for the assessment of the complex psychological phenomenon of thermal comfort. The approach chosen for the present paper is a critical discussion of the following research questions: 1) What are potential pathways towards a multidimensional view on thermal comfort in contrast to the one-dimensional basis used for the derivation of existing thermal comfort models?
2) Are the three assumptions related to the usage of the thermal sensation scale correct?
The first question was addressed by a literature review including an insight into pain research. The second question was addressed by a quantitative analysis applied to an existing database and a combined (both quantitative and qualitative) analysis applied to new data.
Methods

Approach to literature review
The literature review was performed using the Web of Science database as well as local archives at the universities to which the authors are affiliated. The review served three main purposes. The first is to reconstruct history of the scales used to evaluate human thermal comfort. Second, to focus on recent scientific publications to determine which thermal comfort scales are most commonly used at present. Therefore, the 38 most recent publications were chosen using the keyword "thermal comfort". 17 did not state or show the scales used, so that 21 publications from the last 15 years remained. Third, findings from other fields using scales for the evaluation of human perception, especially from pain research were integrated.
Methods to question methodological assumptions of equidistance
Data acquisition and preparation
In total 52 data files from the 20 projects included in the ASHRAE RP884 (2004) database were downloaded. One file (number 32) contained no data resulting in 51 files with a total of 24,657 votes.
Most studies used the ASHRAE scale, but ten studies used the Bedford scale (file numbers 18-26, 28).
As it was done and justified during the RP884-Project, the Bedford 7-point thermal comfort scale was mapped directly to the ASHRAE 7-point thermal sensation scale for this study.
The thermal sensation scale is commonly used as a categorical scale, i.e. subjects can only choose the verbal markers between "cold" and "hot", but nothing in between, or as a pseudo-continuous scale, where subjects can choose a state exactly at one of the verbal markers or anywhere in between.
Other variations are continuous scales, which can be in the form of numerical rating scales (NRS; e.g., from 0: "cold" to 10: "hot" with no additional verbal category in between) or visual analogue scales (VAS; e.g., "cold" and "hot" are connected using a continuous line without numbers and additional categories) Based on the project information given on the homepage together with a review of the original publications and a screening of the data, the dataset was divided based on the type of scale used to assess the thermal sensation vote (TSV).
This led to a clear categorization of studies using categorical (file numbers 1, 2, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [38] [39] [40] [41] 44) or continuous (file numbers 11-16,49-52) type of the scale. At the same time some studies were mentioned to be based on category 7-point scales, but the files contained values for the TSV with differences of .1 (files numbers 33-37, 42,43,45-48) . These files were classified as based on the continuous scale. One data point in the subset with categorical data had to be removed from the dataset, because the value for the sensation vote in the database was .5.
In addition, the dataset was divided into data from naturally ventilated (NV) and conditioned (HVAC) buildings. The data from mixed mode buildings were neglected because no data on the use of a continuous scale were available for this building category. We also removed all cases for which no TSV was available.
The final dataset was separated into data from 28 files with 11,438 votes on the categorical scale and from 21 studies with 11,049 votes on the continuous scale. Table 1 gives an overview of the conditions in those studies, showing that not all environmental and personal data were comparable between the studies using the categorical or the continuous scale.
Data analysis
In order to compare the categorical and continuous data and to apply the same statistical method, continuous data were binned into seven levels of an ordinal factor according to the 7 categories of the categorical data, i.e. votes lower "-2.5" were defined as "-3", those equal or higher "-2.5" and lower "-1.5" as "-2" etc.
To compare the characteristics of continuous and categorical scales, the relationship between the TSVs on the scales and operative temperatures was analysed. A positive relationship between operative temperature and TSVs (i.e. higher votes at higher temperatures) was expected but with differences on the shape and strength of the relationship depending on the type of the scales. In order to test these relationships, a linear regression approach was used using the lm-function of the statistical software R (R Development Core Team, 2012). The operative temperature was defined as the predicted variable. As predictors, the TSV and the type of rating were included. The TSV was not fitted as a regular factor, but as a numeric regressor with two orthogonal contrasts: a linear component and a quadratic component. , one cannot use the labels assigned to the categories (-3, -2, -1, etc.) to the coefficients, but needs to use the contrasts calculated by the statistical software.
For the type of scale, a factor with two levels ("categorical" (ASHRAE scale) and "continuous binned") was used. In addition, the interaction between the votes and the type of rating was included in the model to test if the slope of the linear or quadratic component differed depending on the type of scale.
Place Table 1 here.
Methods to reflect conceptual assumption of equidistance and assumption that middle votes of thermal sensation reflect thermal comfort
For this part of the analysis, a qualitative approach was applied. In an experimental study, 33 participants (20 -30 years of age) were asked to draw markers related to the verbal anchors of the ASHRAE-scale, i.e. "cold", "cool", "slightly cool", "neutral", "slightly warm", "warm", and "hot", onto a line of 10cm length with non-labelled markers only presented at the two ends. In addition, they were asked to explain verbally, why they placed their markers at the specific position. In case not mentioned by the subjects, they were asked, whether the spaces between markers were supposed to be equally or unequally distributed and which area of the scale represents comfortable conditions for them. Answers were noted by the researcher and the distances between the markers were measured. Assessments were performed during summer season after an exposure to warm conditions. The distances and answers were analysed descriptively.
From thermal sensation towards a multidimensional approach
To give an answer to the first research question addressed in this paper, this section reviews how the usage of scales evolved, how it was criticized, the current recommendations and usage of scales, and possible future advancements towards a multidimensional approach. Although these questions represented different dimensions of thermal comfort, the answers were transformed according to Table 2 by Houghten & Yagloglou (1923) into one five-point scale:
Review
TOO COLD-COMFORTABLY COOL-VERY COMFORTABLE-COMFORTABLY WARM-TOO WARM.
Place Table 2 here.
This procedure must have changed, because Gagge et al. (1967) stated that the group of Houghten used a 7-point scale with following verbal categories for consecutive studies:
The markers of this scale mix sensation statements like "cold" or "cool" with the evaluation of comfort. Until 1967, researchers used either the scale shown above, the scale known these days as Bedford-scale (Bedford, 1936) :
or the scale introduced by Winslow et al. (1937) :
As denoted by Macfarlane (1978) , Gagge et al. (1967) were the first to point out the mixed assessment of sensation and comfort in one scale and proposed to use two distinct scales: The later 7-point ASHRAE scale (ASHRAE, 1968) with the markers
COLD-COOL-SLIGHTLY COOL-NEUTRAL-SLIGHTLY WARM-WARM-HOT
as a "scale of thermal sensation" and a 4-point scale with the markers COMFORTABLE-SLIGHTLY COMFORTABLE-UNCOMFORTABLE-VERY UNCOMFORTABLE as a "scale of comfort sensation". In contrast to the paper by Houghten & Yagloglou (1923) , the contextual questions asked with the scales were not included in the papers by Gagge et al. (1967) and Winslow et al. (1937) .
Since then, a huge number of different scales were applied (see e.g. Humphreys (1976 ), Macfarlane (1978 , Lee et al. (2010) for summaries). Humphreys (1976) details variations in the number of categories used and the scales' symmetry. He also highlights differences in the types of questions asked with the scales. Some ask for an evaluation of the thermal state of the room ("How do you perceive the room?"), others ask to evaluate the subjects' personal thermal state ("How do you feel now?").
Criticism on scales
Conceptual aspects. Related to conceptual aspects of scales, Auliciems (1981b) denotes that the Bedford scale tends to confuse sensation and comfort. In another article, Auliciems (1981a) specified that the scales of thermal comfort have not been tested for validity and reliability. In this context, a scale is reliable, if the same result is obtained if a person is measured again under (hypothetically) exactly the same circumstances. Validity on the other hand, defines if a value that is obtained by the scale really represents the construct it intends to measure (e.g., if ratings given on a sensation scale really represent the person's state of sensation). Humphreys & Nicol (2004) explored a discrepancy between "neutral" on the ASHRAE scale and "prefer no change" on a thermal preference scale. The results of Humphrey & Hancock (2007) showed that the respondents' desired thermal sensation changed depending on the situation.
Moreover, the mean desired sensation depended to some extent on the actual sensation and differed systematically among the respondents. In addition, the authors showed that sensations expressed on the ASHRAE scale can have more than one meaning, encompassing psychological factors such as a motivation to express (dis)satisfaction with the situation or mood. This leads to the question how strongly the ASHRAE scale is affected by factors concerning the overall context rather than (only) the actual thermal conditions. Similarly, the findings by de Dear et al. (1997) show that ratings differ at comparable temperatures depending on whether the building is naturally ventilated or air-conditioned.
Comparative analysis of thermal sensation and thermal comfort votes by Wong et al. (2002) revealed that a high proportion of people experiencing sensations of +2, +3 on the ASHRAE scale still found the conditions to be comfortable on the Bedford scale.
From methodological point of view it should be noted that Nicol et al. (1973) , Macfarlane (1978) , and McIntyre (1978) studied the assumption of equidistance and found small changes/equal distances for the middle votes, but more rapid changes/unequal distances for the end votes "cold" and "hot". McIntyre (1980) showed differences between the categorical and continuous version of the scale.
According to his studies in climate chambers, the continuous scale leads to smaller intervals of temperatures between the categories when it is getting slowly warmer between the votes compared to the categorical scale. His argument is that people feel differences, they want to report. On a categorical scale, the only chance is to change their vote by one category, while on the continuous scale the changes of the vote can be much smaller, likely representing a more differentiated evaluation. Parsons (2014) points out important differences in statistical methods to be used when the scale is presented as continuous or as a categorical scale (see also Lee et al. 2010) . In section 4.1 of this paper, another example related to the scale type is discussed.
More recently, Wong & Khoo (2003) demonstrated that depending on the type of thermal comfort scale (ASHRAE scale, Bedford scale, preference (McIntyre) scale), the percentage of people classified as feeling comfortable varies under comparable conditions between 21% and up to 70%. The major differences were found between votes of preference on one hand and votes on ASHRAE and Bedford scale on the other hand. The percentage of persons voting within the central three categories of both scales (ASHRAE and Bedford) was above 90 (a comparison of individual votes was not presented). Lee et al. (2010) emphasized insufficient reports about advantages and limitations of different scales.
They compared a 9-point categorical scale, a visual analogue scale, and a categorical scale combined with a visual analogue scale (called "graphic categorical scale", see also Toftum et al. (2005) and Kolarik et al. (2009) ) for the assessment of thermal sensation. Based on their regression analysis, the indoor air temperature, regarded in the mean as neutral, differed depending on the scale applied only slightly by 0.5 K. It was the highest for the categorical scale and the lowest for the visual analogue scale. However, the slope of temperature-TSV relationship also varied among the scales. As a consequence, the mean air temperature evaluated as hot was e.g. 24°C for the categorical scale and 22.5°C for the graphic categorical scale.
Current recommendations and usage of scales
Recently, the variation in used scales decreased, probably due to the existence of the International Standard ISO 10551 (1995), which recommends subjective judgement scales for the evaluation of the thermal state of the human body (see Table 3 ). Application of the standard is limited to subjects performing sedentary work (metabolic rate in range 60 W/m 2 -70 W/m 2 ) and wearing clothing with thermal resistance in range 0.5 -1.0 clo. Another requirement by the standard is that the assessment should take place first after 30 minutes of exposure to investigated conditions. The scales should be presented to subjects in the order shown in the table.
Place Table 3 here.
Regarding the scale for assessment of "perception of the personal state" (commonly called ' thermal sensation') the standard offers a 7-point and a 9-point scale. The 7-point alternative corresponds to the ASHRAE scale, while the 9-point variant extends the range by the categories VERY HOT and VERY COLD. Although this extension is meant for environments with markedly high/low temperatures (-2 < PMV < +2), the standard recommends this version also for moderate environments to provide a reference frame for the subjects. To determine the level of discomfort, the standard suggests to use the "evaluative scale" (see Table 3 ), which can be compared to the predicted percentage of dissatisfied (PPD) index (Fanger, 1970) . However, the standard offers neither deeper justification of such approach nor a discussion of the assumptions made by Fanger when establishing the PPD index. Furthermore, ISO 10551 (1995) states that scales with more than two degrees/categories can be presented both as discontinuous (categorical) and continuous scales. Regarding data analysis, the standard mentions that mathematical properties (data structure) of the analysed dataset determine appropriate analytical methods. Place Table 4 here.
Consequences and possible future advancements towards a multidimensional view
In contrast to the one-dimensional approach used for the comfort models included in current standards, the scientific community around the world dealing with thermal comfort has adopted several straightforward scales to assess different aspects (dimensions) related to human perception of thermal environment. .
Simultaneously, researchers have recognized that one can by no means infer if peoples' state of feeling is pleasant or not from the application of the thermal sensation scale (cf., de Dear, 2011).
Thus, de Dear proposed to take a multidimensional view on (comfort) experience. Similarly, Rohles (Rohles, 2007 , Rohles et al., 1989 pled already in the seventies for multidimensional semantic differentials, named 'thermal comfort ballot'. Addressing hedonic and evaluative aspects, this ballot consists of six bipolar adjective pairs: comfortable-uncomfortable, good-bad, pleasant-unpleasant, unacceptable-acceptable, satisfied-unsatisfied, and uncomfortable temperature-comfortable temperature. More closely to de Dear's suggestion, Parsons (2014) distinguishes between the perceptual, affective, and preference thermal state as defined in ISO 10551 (1995) (see Table 3 ).
However, the results of studies applying such multi-dimensional approach haven't been utilized to improve existing thermal comfort models. In addition, compared to other disciplines dealing with perception, such as pain research, the number of dimensions used still seems to be rather limited.
Further dimensions can be defined when looking at commonly used dimensions in psychological research.
Due to the variety of psychological research, the following is limited to the field of pain research.
Similar to thermal discomfort, pain is an aversive experience. In addition, the assessment of a subjective experience in relation to an objective stimulus is highly relevant in pain research. Typically "sensory-discriminative", "affective-motivational", and "cognitive-evaluative" components of pain (Melzack & Casey, 1968) are distinguished. The first two components roughly relate to the distinction proposed by de Dear (2011). However, "affective-motivational" does not only refer to a "hedonic"
dimension, but also to other emotions associated with the experience (e.g. anger and sadness) as well as motivation to behave in a specific way (e.g. to distract oneself from the stimulus or to avoid pain).
The cognitive component describes thoughts, expectations and appraisals (evaluations of situations and capacities to influence them) associated with the experience. Such cognitive factors have a strong influence on perception. In pain, for example, expectations modulate the perceived pain intensity as demonstrated by placebo analgesia (Wager et al., 2004) . Similarly, attention towards or distraction from a stimulus as well as perceived control over pain alters the perception (e.g. Villemure & Bushnell, 2009 , Wiech et al., 2006 . Table 5 describes the "sensory-discriminative", "affective-motivational", and the "cognitive" components of pain and elaborates on possibilities to transfer such evaluation to thermal comfort research.
Place Table 5 here.
Separating the experience of thermal comfort into different dimensions and measurements of these dimensions using separate scales might help to better understand inter-individual differences. For example, a psychological factor such as perceived control over the situation might be a mediator between thermal sensation and thermal comfort. This is in line with findings in the field of thermal comfort (Brager et al. (2004) , Schweiker and Wagner, 2016) .
While several scales to evaluate the thermal environment can be applied in laboratory studies, field studies require a reduction of scales to a minimum. One proposition to limit the number of scales with still getting information more than one perceptual dimension is to use matrix-like two dimensional scales. However, while this way to deal with data might be intuitive for scientists, the general public and thus the subjects in the studies are likely not used to such a 2D-plane representation of their sensations so that this approach might be prone to misunderstandings. Thus, it is rather advisable to keep scales one-dimensional and as simple as possible to achieve valid data, although this implies that the number of dimensions that can be assessed in field studies is limited.
The combination of different dimensions assessed by different scales can easily be achieved posthoc, using statistical methods.
Despite the number of dimensions mentioned in Table 5 , we do not suggest a long questionnaire including all of them in future thermal comfort studies. We rather suggest the application of some of the listed dimensions in order to broaden the multidimensional view on the phenomenon of thermal comfort. Such data could then be used to assess the construct of comfort multidimensionally. This kind of analyse will reveal if all dimensions correlate and can be summarized by the umbrella term "comfort" or if the dimensions are at least partly independent, i.e. capturing different aspects.
Assumption of equidistance of the thermal sensation scale
Despite the aforementioned criticism, the thermal sensation scale will likely be used for subjective evaluation in future thermal comfort studies (see also section 5.2). Thus, the central assumption of equidistance should be critically challenged.
Results and discussion related to equidistance assumption from a methodological point of view
The leading question of this part is whether the same size of steps in temperature (objective) leads to equal steps in perception, whether this is affected by the type of scale and consequently, whether it is possible to compare studies based on different thermal sensation scales. Figure 1 shows the relationship between TSV and operative temperature for different building types (NV and HVAC) and for studies using the categorical (ASHRAE) scale and studies that used a continuous scale (continuous binned), based on the procedure described in section 2.2.
Place Fig. 1 here.
The regression model for the NV-buildings explained a significant portion of the variance in the operative temperature (R 2 adj. = 0.431, F(5, 10846)=1645, p<0.001; see Table 6 for the statistical parameters of the regression coefficients). In a model without the quadratic component, R-square dropped to 41.3%. Although this drop does not seem to be substantial, the comparison of the models indicated that the model with a quadratic component had a significantly better fit (F=177.25, p<0.001), probably due to the large sample size.
Place Table 6 here.
Importantly, both the linear and quadratic component were significantly different from zero; there are smaller differences between the votes between neutral and hot compared to those between neutral and cold. Detailed inspection of Figure 1 reveals that with continuous data, the parabolic shape of the relationship was shallow in the area of "cold" thermal sensation (-3, 0) . This means that small changes in operative temperature were associated with larger spread of TSVs. For "warm" area of thermal sensation (0, +3), the parabolic shape of the relationship became more profound.
Therefore, a change in one category on the scale corresponded to relatively larger change in operative temperature. Moreover, it is clear from Table 6 caused by a large difference in the range of operative temperature corresponding to the two investigated scale construction types (see Fig. 1 ). Finally, there was also an effect of the type of scale on the intercept of the relationship (the "neutral" operative temperature) for the data from NV buildings. In the studies using the continuous scale, the operative temperature corresponding to predicted neutral thermal sensation was 2.05 K higher.
The regression model for the conditioned buildings (HVAC) explained also a significant portion of variance in the operative temperature (R 2 adj. = 0.104, F(5, 8981)=208.4, p<0.001; see Table 7 Place Table 7 here. Table 7 shows that the type of scale influenced the relationship between thermal sensation and operative temperature also in the case of data collected in buildings with HVAC systems. The change of the sign for the quadratic component indicates that there was a change in orientation of the relationship-the same trend that was observed for data from NV buildings. On the contrary, the change in the slope was not significantly different from zero, which means that the ranges of operative temperatures for the two compared scale types were similar. The intercept has slightly but significantly decreased in the case of continuous binned data leading to 0.18 K lower neutral temperature.
As mentioned in section 2.2, mean values and standard deviations of the environmental and personal variables differed between studies using the categorical or continuous scale. This was most pronounced for the NV buildings. Here, the variation in studies using categorical scale was higher (and the mean temperature lower) than in the studies using continuous scales. This was caused by studies that used very low (e.g. 15 °C) operative temperature. However, a repetition of the regression analysis using a subsample that only included studies with operative temperatures between 20 and 35 °C did not change the general trends in regression results.
In addition, the difference between the types of scales used also remained significant, when substituting the operative temperature with the standard effective temperature (SET) given in the database. The SET (Gagge et al., 1971 ) accounts for differences in other environmental and personal factors.
Place Figure 2 here.
It is beyond the scope of the current paper to conduct an in-depth investigation of the reason for the differences. However, there was a large difference in the distribution of data collected on the two investigated scale types (Figure 2) . The difference was more pronounced for data from NV buildings (Figure 2b ). Even if we disregard the categories of -3 and -2 (because they were derived from the studies in NV buildings with some conditions characterized by much lower temperatures than the studies using continuous scale) it is observable that the central tendency was associated with different temperature levels for categorical and continuous data. This difference probably led to the differences in the orientation of the fitted polynomial regression lines. Figure 2 illustrates that difference in distributions for the two scale types was much higher for NV buildings. Figure 1 shows that difference in slopes of the relationships is much higher for NV buildings. The difference in the shape of the regression curves was much smaller in the case of HVAC buildings (see also Tables 6 and   7 ).
As mentioned in section 3.1.2, McIntyre (1980) argued that people can indicate differences in their perception on the categorical scale only through a whole category. In addition, operative temperature in HVAC buildings is usually kept within a narrow range, leading to smaller differences in the data distribution. In our opinion, the differences in the ability to express changes in perception together with differences in the range of operative temperature led to different distribution characteristics of the data and above described results. This may have large practical consequences when thermal sensation scales are integrated in questionnaire surveys conducted in real buildings and therefore for members of the research community and others conducting surveys.
In order to address the issue of binning it was investigated whether the results were different without binning and it was found that this led to the same conclusions.
4.2 Results and discussion related to equidistance assumption from a conceptual point of view and assumption that middle votes of thermal sensation reflect thermal comfort Figure 3 shows boxplots of the positions of the markers participants drew on an empty visual scale.
The medians suggest that especially from cold to neutral there is a strong agreement between the assumption of equidistance and the responses of the subjects.
Place Figure 3 here. Figure 4 shows the distribution of markers that participants assigned to be within a comfortable range of the scale participants had drawn before. At a first glance, this supports the common assumption that the area between "slightly cool" and "slightly warm" represents comfortable conditions for the majority of the subjects.
Place Figure 4 here. Figure 5 shows the distribution of verbal labels drawn by each subject that they regarded as comfortable and the information, whether the subject mentioned equally or unequally distributed labels. 12 out of 33 subjects (36%) stated that the markers were supposed to be equally distributed, while 19 subjects (58%) stated that the distribution is not equal along the scale (in two subjects this information was missing). Of those who stated that the distribution was not equal, 10 stated that the distance between cold and cool was bigger, 7 stated that the distance between hot and warm was bigger, and 4 stated that the distance between cold and cool was smaller. Two subjects mentioned other combinations.
Related to the range of categories regarded as comfortable, this area encompassed the area of the scale from cool to warm (see Figure 5 ). In the standard procedures the three middle votes from "slightly cool" to "slightly warm" are considered to be related to comfort. Looking at the individual levels as shown in Figure 5 , only 4 subjects (12%) stated exactly this area as representing comfortable conditions, while 24 (73%) chose other combinations or single items (in 5 subjects this information was missing). Based on the standard procedure, there would be 84 (28 subjects multiplied with three categories) options regarded as comfortable. However, only 54 of them (64%) were defined as comfortable by the subjects. At the same time, the subjects reported 15 out of the remaining 112 options (13%) typically considered as uncomfortable to be comfortable. This shows that evaluating the votes according to the standard procedure, the assumption that comfortable conditions are between slightly cool and slightly warm on an individual level appears to be wrong. In addition, one subject mentioned that the range of comfort depended on the season; another subject mentioned that it depended on the air velocity. Such statements signify that the range of categories regarded as comfortable might change within-subjects depending on the context.
Place Figure 5 here.
It should be noted here that these results were obtained by asking a small number of subjects during the summer season. As a consequence, this study should be followed up by a large-scale, systematic investigation.
Consequences with respect to the usage of scales 4.3.1 Alternatives to scales
The usage of thermal sensation scales faces many major and minor issues (not all have been discussed here, e.g. other biasing factors such as social desirability, seasonal influences, the statistics applied, etc.). Therefore, one may question of what use are, or even more provocative, if such scales are of any use for thermal comfort research or whether more objective alternatives should be used.
Alternatives discussed in the literature related to thermal comfort are physiological or behavioural (re-)actions of people to thermal conditions. In this context, it is worth looking again to the field of thermal pain research. A distinction often made in pain research is between "implicit" and "explicit" perceptual processes. Implicit perceptual processes refer to the processing of a stimulus that humans are not aware of. These can either be peripheral or central physiological processes or they can be behaviours that we are not aware of or that we do not consciously relate to the presence of a stimulus. Explicit perception, on the other hand, describes the aspect of perception that is consciously perceived and can be described.
The distinction between implicit and explicit overlaps with the distinction between "objective" and "subjective". Similarly to implicit measures, objective measures are either captured by physiological or behavioural recordings while subjective measures are captured by self-reports. Subjective measures are explicit. However, objective measures are not necessarily implicit. For example, skin temperature is an objective measure of a physiological reaction. But subjects can be well aware of their skin temperature, particularly if lower than normal. Furthermore, only a subjective assessment of the state of mind allows conclusions on the cause for observed physiological or behavioural (re-)actions. For example, increased skin temperature could be a sign of warm discomfort, but it could also be a sign of an elevated stress level.
Despite the many issues, scales still allow us to learn about subjective perception and experiences, which would not be accessible without directly asking. Using a scale standardizes this questioning and allows for systematic analysis. Therefore, scales are an invaluable tool in assessing thermal comfort. Only, one has to be cautious to consider the following aspects when applying the existing scales and the addition of objective measures could lead to further insights into the phenomenon of thermal comfort.
Considering implications of falsified assumptions
The history and current way of scale usage implies that the assumptions of equidistance are rather based on intuition and they have not been sufficiently challenged or explicitly tested so far. Although equidistant categories on a scale appear at a first glance as a valid approach that allows analysing and understanding achieved results in a straightforward manner. However, research on the perception of thermal non-painful and painful stimuli, for example, shows that the so-called Stevens coefficient, which describes the relationship between the magnitude of a physical stimulus and its perceived intensity (Stevens, 1960) , varies greatly between non-painful and painful stimuli even if implemented within the same modality (Lautenbacher et al, .1992 ). These results illustrate that a psychophysical function spanning from warmth to heat and further to heat-related pain is non-linear. McIntyre (1978) found that for the thermal sensation scale the linear assumption does not hold at the end categories, thus a similar non-linear function appears likely.
The present results confirm this aspect and suggest that analysing data based on these equidistance assumptions may oversimplify the concept of human thermal sensation, and possibly introduce systematic misinterpretations. This is of particular importance as data derived from TSVs is further processed to calculate the neutral comfort temperature (cf., Nicol and Humphreys, 2002 , Griffiths, 1990 and Schweiker et al., 2012 for a discussion about this method). As mentioned in the introduction, this approach assumes a linear relationship between the ratings of the thermal sensation scale and the temperatures observed. However, our results contradict such a linear relationship. As a consequence, careful statistical analyses revealing the relationship between TSV and physical variables are recommended prior to the main statistical analysis.
The environmental context in which questions are asked can also induce systematic biases (cf., Friedman and Amoo, 1999 Similarly, internal conditions of the participants, such as different motivations, expectations, moods, or arousal influence ratings as well as well-known response biases (Paulhus, 1991 , Schwarz & Sudman, 2012 . Thermal comfort research is starting to take such factors into account. For example, first evidence shows that individual factors like personality traits influence thermal sensation: the thermal sensation of people who are cold-sensitive appears to be different from not cold-sensitive people (Hawighorst et al., 2015) . Other factors such as gender, age or the body-mass-index (BMI) of a person affect thermal sensation as well (Karjalainen, 2012 , Tuomaala et al., 2013 . This is supported by our data showing a wide inter-and intra-individual variation of the range of subjective comfort. As a consequence, votes given on any scale should be interpreted not only with respect to differences between individual preferences of thermal conditions, but also individual differences in the interpretation of the scale provided. In addition, future studies need to discuss, whether such differences in thermal sensation are due to a different perception of the thermal conditions or a difference in the interpretation of the scales. In case information is available on an individual level on how subjects relate temperatures to comfort, this could be taken into account in the statistical analyses.
There are no immediate consequences for individual studies using different types of thermal sensation scale. However, such an approach hinders comparisons between studies. The number of categories is not necessarily an issue for comparisons across studies, but different levels of measurement pose a problem. Continuous scales prompt the subjects to interpret the scale as a continuum. In contrast, Likert scales or categorical scales use multiple categories in an ascending or descending order. In this case it is an empirical question if the differences between the verbal categories are perceived as equal or not. Accordingly, an interval scaling can be assumed for continuous scales, which allows mathematical transformations such as averaging. In contrast, an ordinal level of measurement has to be assumed for Likert scales unless the equidistance assumption of the categories has been verified empirically, using a sufficiently large normative sample. Without such verification, transformations like averaging or the application of linear regression analyses are not allowed and bias the results.
Conclusions and future directions
In conclusion, the evaluation of thermal comfort by use of scales faces several issues, e.g. rendering comparisons between studies and generalizations to different environments problematic. This leads to efforts done by individual researchers less usable for the whole scientific community as it is not easy to compare those results with others.
This paper shows the complexity involved and precautious to be taken when dealing with such simple methods as scales.
The main results of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1. Current models of thermal comfort are based on oversimplified assumptions and their performance might be improved by adopting a multidimensional concept.
2. Although the most commonly used scales are thermal sensation scales, steps towards a multidimensional concept of thermal comfort have been taken on the scientific level and in standardization. However, taking the field of pain research as an example, many more dimensions were presented in this paper which are going beyond the dimensions of sensation, preference, and acceptability. In addition, results from other dimensions than thermal sensation presented in scientific literature have not been taken into account in thermal comfort models so far, so that the inter-relationships between the different aspects remain unexplored.
3. Common assumptions concerning the equidistance of thermal sensation scales appear to be wrong. Our data shows that subjects vary largely in the range of the sensation scale classified as comfortable.
4. Furthermore, results presented in this paper demonstrate that a) distances between the scale markers are not perceived as equidistant (conceptual aspect), b) there is no linear relationship between temperatures and votes on the thermal sensation scale, and c) the fact whether the scale was constructed as continuous or categorical has an effect on this relationship (methodological aspect).
5. Presenting subjects an empty visual analogue scale and having them locate the 7 markers of the sensation scale improves our understanding of how people perceive the distances between levels of thermal sensation.
Therefore, the field of thermal comfort could largely benefit from a critical reflection of current scales usage together with a discussion and clarification of the following issues which have been discussed throughout the paper:
1) .The aspects of equidistance and the effect of different types of scales (continuous vs.
categorical) should be further investigated, e.g. by using techniques such as the free positioning of labels as proposed here. With a larger and extended application of our approach, the effect of additional aspects like season, the individual's thermal history, or the cultural context on the subjects' interpretation and usage of the scales used could be analysed. In addition, this would allow establishing calibration coefficients needed when comparing data or results based on different types of scales or the same type of scale applied in different contexts. Thereby, the reliability and validity of the instrument should be systematically investigated as assessed in the literature on psychological diagnostics.
Furthermore, also the wording of the labels needs to be investigated, potentially leading to adapted explanations for the subjects on how to interpret them.
2) Based on the analyses described in 1), suggestions for different statistical approaches should be followed. For example, if equidistance between the categories is not given, statistics suitable for ordinal data should be used; if the relationship between temperatures and votes on the scales is not linear, non-linear regression terms should be used and so on. Interindividual differences in responses to a scale (originating from different interpretations of the scale) could be controlled by assessing the subjective interpretation and taking it into account in the analyses. This way, the assessment of thermal sensation could be optimized.
3) The inter-relationships between different aspects of thermal sensation and comfort should be studied. This could be done by assessing both aspects simultaneously and exploring correlations or underlying dimensions using multivariate statistics such as principal component analysis or hierarchical clustering. Scales should be validated by correlating them with aspects of thermal sensation or comfort assessed by other methods (e.g., by behavioural assessments). Another approach could be meta-analytical. Since a lot of data from different scales have been reported in the literature, the data could be shared among researchers and pooled. This would allow further insights into the inter-relationships without the need to collect a huge amount of new data. The way we prepared the data provided by the ASHRAE might be a starting point; however, this approach needs to be extended by integrating various other aspects.
4) Based on insights derived from the analyses suggested in point 3), a multidimensional questionnaire to assess the perception and evaluation of indoor climate could be constructed. Such a questionnaire should be validated using external aspects such as job satisfaction, health, personality and so on. In research settings, the questionnaire should be related to aspects of thermal sensation and comfort measured on different levels, e.g.
behavioural and physiological responses. This way, models used in thermal comfort research could be adapted and improved.
5) In addition, more research is needed for a better understanding of which components show the closest relationship to factors that we seek to optimize in the design or operation phase of buildings, such as health, well-being, or work performance. Further, it needs to be determined which factors can directly be improved by variations of the built environments and which are related or interact with social variables or work-related stressors. Such knowledge is not only of interest for the research community, but also for those involved in the design of buildings, selection of suitable work places, or political decisions related to building standards.
